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This guided art journal is created to be a place of safety, relaxation, and reflection—but 

most importantly, this sketchbook is designed to be personalized by you. My hope 

is that it is something that can inspire you, incite self-discovery, and provide calm 

and joy in such a difficult time as that which we are in now, but I really want you to 

utilize it in whatever manner is best and most natural for you. 

Some of the prompts may seem a little foreign or may make you think, but that’s 

good! Hopefully, they can help you learn more about yourself. The order of the 

prompts is the way I would recommend you to journey through this art book, as 

some of the prompts build on each other; however, should you wish to deviate from 

that order, you may do that as well. Certain prompts are designed to be completed 

at a particular moment in the day—for example, one prompt asks you to reflect back 

on your day—so I would recommend you save those prompts for those moments. 

However, your pace in going through the book is completely up to you!

There is no one required material for the book, but I would advise you to stick 

to dry media. This includes graphite, colored pencils, and pastels. You may also 

experiment with using pens if you wish; however, be wary of the ink bleeding 

through the paper. 

As you travel through this art journal, pay close attention to yourself as you draw, 

doodle, color, or paint. Try to bring your honest self to the paper—whatever you 

are thinking, feeling, worried about, happy about, try to infuse the pages with you. 

If possible, put your conscious mind, any nagging or judgemental thoughts, and 

your inner art critic to rest. Sometimes the best thing to do as you create art is not 

to think; instead, allow your unconscious mind to express itself through your art 

unjudged. Let yourself create whatever comes to mind, as that is often where we 

find the deepest self-exploration and healing. 
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The first prompt in the book asks you to make a color wheel for your own emotions. I hope that this 

prompt is not only useful to think about your emotions in general, but also as a tool you can use 

for the entire book to be intentional with your usage of color. For example, if you’re creating a meditative 

piece of art, perhaps consider picking colors that you associated with calming emotions on your 

color wheel (some prompts will also specifically ask for you to reflect through color). 

Finally, please keep in mind that the prompts are only guides—they are not meant to restrict, 

pressure, or stress you in any way, and you are of course free to deviate from them. As I said, this 

is a book for you and should be used in whatever way is best for you. 

I sincerely hope that this guided sketchbook can provide a safe and calm space for you, as well 

as meaningful reflection and exploration. Perhaps it might even incite a passion for art! In fact, 

if art is something you find enjoyment in, I would encourage you to keep on practicing art after 

you finish the book.

Remember: you are loved and cared for. 

Now, take a deep breath, exhale slowly, and… enjoy.



To begin, take a few moments to write a list of the emotions that you experience most often. Then in 

the wheel below, assign each of these emotions a color that feels most resonant with your experience. 

Feel free to add more sections of the wheel if there are more emotions you want to depict.

Keep this page handy, because you may want to look back at it for future prompts!
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Let all of your thoughts flow onto this page in the form of doodles. Visualize yourself releasing your 

thoughts as you draw. Try to fill up the whole page, or maybe try to never lift your pen off of the paper.
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As you color this zentangle, focus on your breathing. Exhale slowly, imagining yourself releasing 

stress and worries as you do.
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Draw a real or imagined place where you feel safe.
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Draw yourself as an element of nature—a tree or a flower, for example. At the roots, write down your 

qualities. At the leaves, write down things you’re trying to change, or things you want to become.
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Draw an object that means something to you. Think about why this object is meaningful to you, 

and incorporate that reason into your art.
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Think back on this past month. Color the patterns with colors you feel represent your emotions surrounding 

the month. Then, identify all of your highlights from that month, and mark them on the calendar. Create a 

little doodle or picture representing why that day was especially memorable for you.
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Is there a message you wish you could send to someone? Write it in the letter below and color the 

envelope with the emotions you feel about them or your message.
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Draw something you feel is missing within you.
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Imagine putting your pain inside of this jar. Draw what it would look like.
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As you color this, center yourself. Pay attention to the beating of your heart, to your breathing, to your 

movements, to your surroundings…try to notice something you would otherwise have missed.
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Draw what you are most grateful about yourself today.
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Color this flower with the emotions you want to feel today. Then, use the box next to each petal to 

write a trait that you want to manifest today, and let that be your guide for the day.
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What does ‘home’ mean to you? Draw a representation of home, whether literal or abstract, and think 

about why this evokes the word ‘home’ for you.
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Create a portrait of yourself through a still life of objects. As you create, think about why these 

objects represent you, and what they mean to you. Perhaps incorporate the answer into your art.
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Imagine you’re giving this to someone. Think of whom you’d want to give it to, and then color it for them.
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In each of these polaroid picture frames, draw a place in the world that is meaningful to you in some way. 

This could be a specific location you love, a broader area important to you, or somewhere you haven’t 

been to yet but dream of.
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Save this art prompt for the end of a day. As your day is coming to a close, use this prompt to reflect 

back on it. Color the leaves based on the emotions you feel about today. Then, think about memorable 

moments from the day, whether highlights or low-lights. In the box provided, create a small doodle or 

picture that answers the question of why that moment was memorable.
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Create art based on a quality you like about yourself.
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On the first hand, draw things representing a difficult time in your life. On the other hand, draw things 

representing who you are now. 
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You are strong.
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is what centers me.
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As you color, visualize yourself relaxing here.
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Today, I choose… In the center, write down a word that you want to guide your day. As you color, 

think about how you want that word to guide you and choose colors representing that word.
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Draw to a song or piece of music you love, and incorporate elements of the music into your art.
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Fill this pattern with colors that symbolize your current state of mind.
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Fill this pattern with colors that symbolize a state of mind you would like to achieve.
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Try to visualize the scene you’ve colored when you go to sleep at night, and let it carry into your dreams.
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Use this page to create a map or journey of your life. Write any events that are important or memorable 

to you.
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Now, create a map or journey of your future life. What are the moments that you want to happen?
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My anchor is 
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Today, I choose peace. I will not stress over what I can’t control.
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Create a past, present, and future self-portrait.
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Reflect back on this past year. Imagine that the 12 shapes below represent each month of the past 

year. Create a zentangle pattern that represents your feelings around each month. As you zentangle, 

think about why you feel this way.
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The sweet smell of 

spring and fresh-baked 

pastries infuses the air, 

and everything is warm 

and safe…
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Draw something that inspires you.
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As you color this, if possible, go outside. Listen to the birds, feel the breeze—pay attention to all the 

little things in the world. If you can’t go outside, imagine this page coming to life. Imagine smelling 

the sweet scent of the flowers, hearing the birds chirp their morning songs, and finding peace within 

the picture.
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Dear Reader and Artist: I hope that, after pouring yourself and your art into these pages, you 

feel that you have found something—whether it is another facet of yourself, relaxation, a safe 

space, or something entirely different. I also hope that you are proud of yourself and your 

work. You have made artwork that digs deep into you, that may require you to 

be vulnerable at times, and that is something to take pride in.

I encourage you to not stop here in your self-discovery. Perhaps this art journal has sparked 

a new passion for art, rekindled an old one, or been a way for you to further explore your 

love for art. Try to keep on making art and using art as a way to explore yourself. Draw 

your surroundings, draw yourself, draw figments of your imagination—draw anything and 

everything that comes to mind, and try not to judge yourself in the process. 

Lastly, should you ever feel as though you are in a crisis and wish to talk to someone, 

resources that you can contact are listed below.

Remember that there are always people there for you—and there is light at the end 

of every tunnel.

National Crisis Hotline: Call 1 (800) 273-TALK (8255) 

Crisis Call Center (cssnv.org): Call the Crisis Call Center at (800) 273-8255 

or text CARE to 839863 for 24/7/365 crisis support. 

Crisis Text Line (crisistextline.org): Text HOME to 741741

IMALIVE Online Chat: go to imalive.org for a live messaging service to find connection during 

moments of intense emotional pain. 

You can find more similar resources at www.opencounseling.com/hotlines-us.

For teens: visit SafeSpace.org for more resources and support.
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